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I breathing form of life to the loathsomeness!
‘
, ay, Sir I’ I shouted in reply ; though time to do any thing before the weather
undoubtedly the fact.—They also exhibit
of death.
I doubted whether, in the storm, the re would prevent the survey this season.
a continued rise1 in the base of the whole
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
sponse could reach him : but the thunderIt was concluded to make the chief ex country, as indicated by the level of the
JAMES K. REMICH.
From the January Knickerbocker.
toned cheering which, despite the discipline plorations and surveys to the northward of
Oftieeoa the ¡Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House,
streams, and the land over which the line
MAN OVERBOARD.
of a man-of-whr, now rung from the decks the river St. John, and to, and about the
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
passes, to the waters of the Ristigouche.
By the late J. W. Gould, Author of ‘ the Muti and rigging ; put that fear to rest, and my Northwest Angle of Nova Scotia as describ
I’wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
It shows the Meduxnakeak to be higher
ny/ ‘ My first and last Flogging/ etc.
heart bounded with rapture, in the joyous ed in the treaty of 1783, and thence west
Interest will be charged on aft subscriptions which
than
the monument, and the Presq-Isle,
‘ Meet her, quartermaster 1’ hailed the of hope of a speedy rescue.
remain unpaid at the expiration of' the year. No
wardly on the highlands which divide the the DeChute, Aroostook, St. John and
paper discontinued, except at‘the option of the pub ficer ofthe deck ; ‘ hold on, every body !’
£
All
ready
?
’
hailed
the
lieutenant
again
;
rivers emptying themselves into the St. Law Grand rivers, all rising successively one
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Torn from my grasp upon the capstan by ‘ heave !’ and four ropes, with small floats
! he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
rence from those which fall into the Atlan higher than the other above the level of
any error in airy advertiseihe.nt beyond the amount a mountain wave which swept us in its attached, were thrown from the ship and
tic Ocean ; when the weather should pre the sea—-and the Wagansis, at the ter
charged for it» inse'ftidn.
power, I was borne over the lee-bulwarks ; fell around me.
None, however, actually vent operations in that quarter to examine
mination of the ninety-nine miles, is high
and a rope which 1 grasped in my passage, touched me ; and for this reason the experi
the line south to the monument.
Such in er above the level of the sea than any riv
MISCELLANEOUS._____
not being belayed, unrove in my hands, and ment failed ; for I could not move my un
struments as were necessary for taking alti er south of it. A copy of Col. Bouchette’s
I was buried in the sea.
~GER PRUDE.““
wieldy grating, and dared not leave it; for tudes and levels, for such surveys as were
survey and profile, is for the purpose of
‘ Man overboard !’ ran along the decks. by so doing, I might in that fearful swell
<! Do you know, Gertrude, the opinion
necessary to be made this season, could be illustration annexed to our map.
6 Cut away the life-buoy I’
miss the rope, and be unable to regain my procured without great delay.
prevalent in the neighborhood, in regard
William F. Odell, the British Surveyor
Stunned and strangling, I rose to the sur present position, and drown between the
to your friend Wilton ?”
In pursuance of these views and of the of tfie continuation of the exploring line
face and instinctively struck out for the ship ; two chances of escape.
instructions of the Governor, whose duty it from Sugar Mountain north, in 1818, says,
li Mother,” said Gertrude with a forced
while, clear above the roar of the storm,
I was so near to the ship, that I could re was made by the Resolves to cause them to be
composure, £i I know nothing to bis disad{( the general face of the country may be
and the dash of the cold, terrible sea, the cognize the faces of the $rew on her illumi
vantage. I know he has enemies here—
carried into effect, arrangements nczc- jaade Considered vs increasing moderately m
loud thunder of the trumpet came full on nated deck, and bear the officers asi they
bitter, implacable enemies, who would
for procuring the necessary instruments, elevation northward from the Ristigouche.’*
my ear :
told roe where the ropes lay ; but the fear provisions and men, for the exploration and
gladly' sacrifice him.
I know too that
It does so, as has been before shown. The
‘ Man the weather main and maintop ful alternative I have mentioned, caused me
their tongues have not been idle—that def
survey this season. When they were procur levels of the rivers above the sea also in
sail braces; slack the lee ones; round in, to hesitate, until I, being much lighter than
amation in its foulest nature has been plen
ed, most of the men went with the provisions crease. As far aS the level of the Risti
stand by to lower away the lee-quarter the vessel, found myself fast drifting to lee
tifully bestowed upon a virtuous and highup the Penobscot and Sebois rivers, from gouche and Katawamkedgewic can be as
boat!’
ward. I then resolved to make the attempt, whence they carried over into the Aroostook certained fretfi comparative velocity, depth
minded gentleman.”
My first plunge for the ship, whose dim my resolution again faltered, and the pre
river and descending it to Little Machias riv and width of the streams, formation of the
“ Gertrude,” said her mother, “ I know
outline I could scarcely perceive, in the al cious and final opportunity was lost! Now,
er. Tv\o of the Corhmissioners and Captain bottom and sides, it appears that the Katathat the world sometimes condemns un
most pitchy darkness of the night, most for too, the storm, which, as if in compassion,
Parrott, the Surveyor, went by the wav of wamkedgewic is as high, and probably
justly. I know that defamation has some
tunately brought me within the life-buoy had temporarily lulled, roared again in full
the Aroostook river, and the other Com- ‘ higher, from the level of the sea., than the
times hunted down the pure and virtuous,
grating. Climbing upon this, I used the fury ; and the safely of the ship required,
missioner by the way of Moose Head Lake Ristigouche or VVagansis, where the line
and blackened the fair fame of the upright
faithless rope, still in my hand to lash my- that she should be put upon her course.
and the Penobscot and Aliguash rivers. crosses them.
and praiseworthy. But when so much is
Admitting the different
sell fast ; and thus freed from the fear of
From the Aroostook river one Commission streams to be of the same height above the
averred respecting Wilton, when friends
immediate drowning, I could more quietly
and foes alike acknowledge his aberrations,
er and seven of the men went by the way of level of the sea, the Metis, or Beaver Pond,
watch and wait for rescue.
THE COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT the Little Machias and Fish rivers, and one is five hundred and thirty-one feet higher—■
the one by open attacks upon his reputa
The ship was now hidden from my sight;
Commissioner and the Surveyor ascended a base line from drawn South will show a
tion, the other by doubtful whispers, and
ON THE N. E. BOUNDARY.
but being to the leeward, I could with con
the Aroostook, all intending to meet at the general inclined plane descending from
expressions of regret, and an evident with
To Edward Kent, Esq.
siderable distinctness make out her wherea
drawal of their former warm and confiding
mouth of the Grand river, the first river thence to the monument at the source of
bout, and judge of the motions on board.
Governor
of
the
State
of
Maine.
falling into the river St John from the north the river at St. Croix, and that the general
friendship, we may justly fear that there is
Directly, a signal-lantern glanced at her
The Commissioners appointed and com and westward of the exploring line, and elevation of the highlands will be between
indeed some reason for such a change—that
peak, and oh 1 how brightly shone that sol
missioned on the 3d day of Sept, last, under twelve or thirteen miles from it.
our young and ingenious friend is yielding
two and three thousand feet, also, above the
itary beam on my straining eye 1—for though
The party which arrived first was to as level of the sea. Here is the place where
the resolve of the Legislature approved
to the fascinations of vice—gliding gradu
rescuethfrom immediate peril, what other
March 23, 1838, to ascertain, run and lo cend the Grand river without delay, and the treaty of 1/83 describes the Northwest
ally and almost imperceptibly down that
succor could 1 look for, in that fearful swell,
cate the north eastern boundary line of the the others were to follow in succession as Angle of Nova Scotia to be.
fearful path which leads from the perfect
on which no boat could live a moment ?
State, met at the Bangor House in Bangor, they arrived. —The several parties, arrived
light of virtue and holiness.
From the Northwest Angle before des
What could I expect save, a lingering, hor
on the 13th day of said September1, for the at different times. The first one ascended cribed, westwardly between the river Me
“ I will not believe it—never,”—re
rid death ?
purpose of organizing and conferring with the Grand river leaving marks and directions at tis and Rimousky, emptying themselves in
plied Gertrude, her clear blue eye lighting
Within a cable’s length, lay my floating
Governor and with each other upon the best various places, by the river, at the Portages to the river St. Lawrence and the Kataup with unwonted energy.
11 Mother, you
home, where ten minutes before not a light
are deceived alike by the avowed enemies
and most practicable mode of accomplish and on the line, advising the others of the wamkedgewic, Green and Tuledi rivers,
er heart than mine was enclosed by her
ing the desired objects of said resolve, and best mode of following. The Commission falling through channels of various names
and the false and envious friends of Charles
frowning bulwarks ; and though so near that
fulfiling the duties required of them by their ers, Surveyor and laborors, with three In-, into the Atlantic Ocean, the base of the
Wilton. Believe me, 1 have not reposed
I could hear the rattling of her cordage, and
my confidence in a stranger. I know Wil
appointment ; and after a full and deliberate dians, in all fifteen, arrived at the highlands country rises; so do the highlands dividing
the rustling thunder of her canvass, 1 could
examination of the various considerations near Metis river, a river emptying into the the river, &c. ; and so do the prominent
ton to be virtuous and honorable.
And
also hear those orders from her trumpet,
which might properly bear upon the ques St. Lawrence. The whole were there di points of land or mountains, above the lev
who, let me ask, are those who traduce his
which extinguished hope.
tion, they were led to concur with him in vided into three parties. One party explor el of the sea. The land must rise or at
character ? Her beautiful lip curled into
{ Belay all with that boat 1’ said a voice
the opinion, that the only measure that could ed the highlands and streams in various di least cannot be depressed to the head of
an expression of ineffable scorn, as she re
that I knew right well; ‘ she can’t live a
be attempted the present season, with any rections, another party explored and survey the river St. John and its other branches,
plied to her own interrogatory.
<e False
minute!’
reasonable prospect of success, was an ex ed westwardly on the highlands dividing as they are longer streams with rapid cur
hearted wretches—creatures of envy and
My heart died within me, and 1 closed
amination and exploration of the region the waters, &c. and the third party, under rents.
malice, who would as soon dare the falling
my eyes in despair.
Next fell upon my
round about the Northwest Angle of Nova the direction of Wm. P. Parrott, the Sur
thunderbolt, as confront the indignant
ear the rapid notes of the drum beating to Scotia, and a review of such part of the line
In some instances streams or rivers run
veyor appointed by the Governor, took va
glance of the man they have so foullv injur
quarters, with all the clash, and tramp, and of exploration run by the surveyors under rious observations to ascertain the longitude ning in opposite directions have their
ed.”
roar of a night alarm ; while I could also
the treaty of Ghent in 1817 and 18, as they of the exploring line, and also to determine sources on high and elevated land, which
Gertrude spoke from the impulse of her
faintly hear the mustering of the divisions,
might find time to examine aS a preliminary the magnetic variation, and made a vertical is wet, and filled with springs, and may
heart. — She could not believe that such a
to ascertain who was missing. Then came measure to the commencement of tWe run survey south on the line, to ascertain the very properly be called swamps—but in all
man as Charles Wilton could debase him
the hissing of a rocket, which, bright and
such cases there is a dividing point, from
ning and locating a meridian line from the elevation.
self to the sin of drunkenness—that he
clear, soared to heaven ; and again falling,
whence the waters run in different direc
The
lahd
at
the
northern
part
of
the
monument.
whose nature was so noble—so elevated—
its momentary glare was quenched in the
tions,
and discharge themselves into remote
One consideration, among others, which exploring line, and the region round about
a passionate lover ofthe beauty of the nat
waves.
had great weight in leading to this course, it, is found to be sufficiently high to di parts ol the sea. The source of the Saco
ural universe, and of the godlike manifesta
Drifting from the ship, the hum died awas the fact, that the officers, agents and vide the rivers emptying themselves into river and the Amonusuck, a branch of the
tions of human virtue, the outbreaking of
way ; but see—that sheet of flame 1—the diplomatists of the British Government had the river St. Lawrence from those which river Connecticut, is a remarkable instance
the immortal spirit from the darkness of its
thunder of a gun boomed over the stormy so long, so positively and pertinaciously as fall into the Atlantic Ocean.
From the among others ; they rise in the same swamp^
prison-house, could, by any possible temptsea. Now the blaze of a blue-light illumines
Metis,
where
it
is
intersected
by
the ex and almost in the same pond, al an eleva
serted and maintained that no highlands
tations, yield to the baleful enticements of
the darkness, revealing the tall spars and could be found dividing the waters running ploring line (called by the Surveyors un tion of twenty-five hundred or three thous
the destroyer—and humble the godlike im
white canvass ofthe ship, still near me !
No
into the river St. Lawrence from those which der the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, and feet above the level of the sea.
age of manhood lower than that of the
‘ Maintop there !’came the hail again;
doubt
there
may
be
found
on
the
highlands
Beaver
Stream,)
the
land
rises
'
in
about
fall into the Atlantic Ocean, and answering
£‘ brutes, which parish.”
‘ do you see him to leeward ?’
in character and location to the highlands one mile south of it on the exploring line, dividing the waters, &c. on the boundary
And why was it that when all her friends
1 No, Sir !’ was the chill reply.
line, swamps which drain each way. The
described and undertaken to be established I by the report of Wm. P. Parrott, the Sur
saw and warned her of her danger, she
The ship remained stationary, with her
most remarkable instance of the sort is at
clung yet closer to the object of their fears ? lights aloft, but I could perceive nothing as the boundary in the definitive treaty of veyor, which is herewith communicated,
the mouth of the St. John, north branch of
peace—that not merely high officers of Gov more than three hundred feet. The land
Why was it when the bosom friends of
the Penobscot and Metjarmette, which dis
more for some minutes : they had given me
ernment, but many of our own people were in this region is very high, in large swells,
Charles Walton avoided him as if there
up for lost 1
charges itself through the De Loap and
strongly inclined to give credit to. the asser ridges and mountains.—Between the Me
were contamination in his very presence,
That 1 could see the ship, those on board
Chaudiere into the river St. Lawrence.-—
tion. It is true that a little reflection upon tis and Katawamkedgewick, or Great
that the beautiful and intellectual Gertrude
The aforesaid rivers have their sources in
well knew provided I had gained the buoy :
the subject might have seemed sufficient to Forks of the Ristigouche, is the highest
welcomed his approach with a smile of
but their object was to discover me, and now
the same swamp, within the compass of
convince any man of common sense, unless land found on the whole exploring line
deeper fondness ? She loved hfm ; and
halfamileof each other, and in one in-»
several blue-lights were burnt at once on va the laws of nature and of gravitation were
north of the monument.
Such was the
the love of a heart like hers, changes not
stance at least, streams run in opposite di
rious parts of the rigging.
How plainly
reversed, that these representations were en estimation of the Surveyors under the
with the changes of the beloved—it burns
could 1 see her rolling in the swell !—at one
rections which are only six rods apart.
tirely
unfounded
in
truth,
for
unless
water
fifth
article
of
the
treaty
of
Ghent,
in
which
brighter and warmer as the shadows of evil
The respective streams from this place, as
moment engulfed, and in the next rising in that region did not run down hill—or
estimation we fully agree.
close around its object.
clear above the wave, her bright masts and
well as from some others in this region, run
that it ran indiscriminately from the river
The Metis, by the measurement of the
And Gertrude became the wife of Charles
for some distance through swamps ar»4
white sails glancing the mirror of hope, in
St. Lawrence to the Atlantic Ocean, and Surveyor, as it appears in his report and
Wilton—and bis victim also.
She died
land but little elevated above them.
The
this fearful illumination ; while I, covered
from the Atlantic Ocean to the St. Lawrence, profile, is five hundred and thirty-one feet
early, but not before every beautiful blos
British here, have no difficulty in finding
with the breaking surge, was tossed wildly
or
unless
the
whole
boundary
line
is
in
the
som of her affection had perished ; not be- .
above the level of the Katawamkedgewic the. highlands dividing the waters, &c. ac
about, now on the crest, now in the trough bed of a lake or in an interminable morass,
fore a death-like withering had gone over (ofthe sea.
or Great Forks where the line crosses it, cording to the treaty of 1783, as a part of
it must necessarily and inevitably follow that and in a distance of about fourteen and a
her hearty until it became as dust, and all its
the boundary.
They are the highlands
There he is, sir 1 right abeam !’ shouted
the lands which divide and separate these half miles. Within about one mile, south
warm and holy feelings gave place' to bit
dividing the rivers, &c., and were such the
twenty voices, as I rose upon the wave.
waters and turn them on their course in op from the Metis, on the exploring line, the
terness and loathing and abhorrence.
Oh
case all the way on the line to the North
£ Man the braces !’ was the quick, clear
posite directions, to remote and distant seas, land rises to an elevation of three hun
—there is nothing in the human suffering
west Angle of Nova Scotia, it would be the
' and joyous reply of the trumpet : while, to
aré highlands in the sense intended by the dred and thirty feet above its level, and
like the wrong and scorn from those whom
line described, meant and intended by the
cheer the forlorn heart ofthe drowning sea
treaty, whether you compare them with the this is the spot where the Northwest An
we love, and should die for—nothing which
treaty of 1783. All the elevation necessa
man, the martial tones of the bugle rung level of the seas to which their waters flow,
so changes and chills the confiding bosom.
gle of Nova Scotia is to be found,
The ry on the line is, only one barely sufficient
out, ‘ Boarders away P and the shrill cal!
or the more immediate intervening lands line south of the Katawamkedgewic or
And all this Gertrude felt, and her high
to divide the rivers, &c., not hills nor
ofthe boatswain piped, £ haul taut and be
spirit sank under the trial.
She perished lay 1’ and the noble ship, blazing with light, through which they seek their passage. Great Forks, to the river Ristigouche, mountain ranges.
But l is nevertheless still further true, that passes most ofthe way over high, broken
—but the last moments of her existence fell on before the wind.
The course of the Metis river by the
even our own government has seemed re and mountainous ridges, a little more de
were unsoothed by the voice of affection.
A new danger now awaited me ; for the
Northwest
Angle, is northwestwardly and
At times, indeed a bloated and loathsome immense hull of the sloop-of-war came plun cently to entertain some doubts of the exis pressed than those north of Katawam
pursues that general course, from the best
form bent over the pillow : the wreck of all ging around, bearing directly down upon tence of these highlands in the direction of kedgewic, and the depression increases as
authorities to the river St. Lawrence. The
a due north line from the monument.
It the Ristigouche is approached.
which gives beauty and dignity to man
me ; while her increased proximity enabled
land on the southwestwardly side rises in a
was believed, therefore, to be exceedingly
hood ; and a voice hideous from drunken
.
South
ofthe
river
Ristigouche,
and
be

me to discern all the minutim of the ship,
and many
important to set them right on this point, tween it and the streams emptying into the northwestwardly direction,
ness, murmured in her ear the disgusting
and even to recognize the face of the first
streams
are
found
running
rapidly
from if
and to test the truth or falsehood of the river St. John, is Sugar Mountain, or
words of an ideot’s fondness ; to be suc
lieutenant, as, trumpet in hand, he stood on
statements of the British authorities by an properly Sugar Mountain Ridge—the line on the one band into the Metis and St.ceeded by the rude oath ; the unfeeling
the forecasile.
actual reconnoisance of the region in dis passes over the summit of it. It is a large Lawrence, and on the other into the Kata
jest ; the savage indifference to mortal suf
Nearer yet she came, while I could move
wamkedgewic river and Atlantic Ocean.
pute.
fering, which characterize the lost, shame
swell, and a tract of fine land, free from On the northeasterly side of the Metis a
only as the wave tossed me ; and now, the
The exploring line had, on former occa stones, and covered with a heavy growth
less drunkard.
end of her flying jib-boom is almost over my
range of high and mountainous land is
sions, in the excursions of the Commission of birch and rock maple, with a little
Let woman beware of the intemperate. head!
J
seen extending in a N. N. W. and S. S. E.
ers
individually
in
the
forest,
in
pursuing
mixture of fir and spruce. It is less ele direction for several miles. The whole Re
Let her shun their presence as the accursed
‘ Hard-a-port!’ hailed the trump.et,at this
their own business, been seen and examin vated than the land before described to the
of heaven ; the smitten with that moral critical moment : ‘ round in
weather
gion, as has been before shown^ is very
ed in various places, between the monu north of the Ristigouche, and the Kata
leprosy which is alike irremediable and main-braces : right the helm !’
high and elevated above the level of the
ment
and
the
point
where
it
crosses
the
riv

unescapable.
Let her remember that in
wamkedgewic, to the river Metis.
Ac sea, and not only that, it is very much ele
The spray from the bows ofthe ship, as
er St. John ; and therefore it did not seem cording to the principal British Surveyor
uniting her destiny with that of the drunk she came up, dashed over me, and the in
vated above the streams which run through
ard, she isdrawing down upon her head the creased swell buried me for an instant under to be necessary to do much on that line, un under the fifth article of the treaty of it. We also find by our exploration and
less it could be accurately run, so that no
heaviest of curses.
It were better to em a mountain-wave ; emerging from which,
Ghent in 1817, in Col. Bouchette’s Sur examination, that there is no uncertainty or
future survey would show any error in it.—
brace the sepulchre, whose cold walls are there lay my ship, hove-to, not her length
vey, vertical section, and profile of the difficulty in tracing and locating the line
The State had not the proper instruments to country from the monument ninety miles
haunted only by the spectre of decay.
It to windward 1
from the North West Angle of Nova Sco
run the true meridian or due north line, and
Is the wedlock of beauty and pollution ;
‘ Garnet,’ hailed the lieutenant from the it was ascertained that they could not be ob north, Sugar Mountain is shown to be*the tia westwardly along distinct highlands
highest land upon or near the line, in that which divide the river, &c,? as described, i®
purity and pestilence ; the binding of the lee-gangway, »are you there my lad ?’
tained and tested, as to their accuracy, in distance from the monument ;> which is the treaty of 1-783,
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
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No. 41.
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in relation to the petitions of?

The soil In the region rorand abo'ut the t

|

Mr» Otis of Hidlowell, from the eomtnhtee

Northwest Angle of Nova Scotia and on I UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE, this nature, which lie delivered.
.
¡LEGISLATURE OF M AlNE/on Fin ¡mce, reported Resolve a mh mixing Q
loan in behalf of the State ol $450,000 at 6
g ,i . _ .
!----------------- ——------------------------------------i Mr. Adams then proceeded to explain his —
the line appears to be of excellent quality,! twenty-fifth congress....THIRD session, position, as he said, in relation to his petiSENATE. v
I per cent., payable at convenient times not ex
covered with a heavy
growth of fir,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23.
ceeding 12years—read once and to-morrow
! lions for the Abolition of Slavery, and the
FRIDAY, JAN. 18.
spruce, yellow, black, and white birch,
i slave trade, his resolution for inquiring into
i assigned.
AFTERNOON.
* On motion of Mr. Thompson of Edding.
mountain ash, cherry trees and a very few
The bill tor the cnntinnation of the Curn- Mr. Stevenson’s conduct in England, and
A message was received from the House.
pines. In some places lhe hard wood pre berltuid rpad in the States of Ohio, Indiana, his petitions for the recognition ot Hayti.!fonsmitlmg » ermlide.dial message from rhe ten,a message was sem lu rhe »enure lor ,
, his course on these three matters; that. Governor, and also lhe conMential proceed- report on mi order relative to re.ll.cmg r|„
On if was
dominates,. but more generally the ever and Illinois. was taken up. and debated. „„„
ir.c Vallies.
.....KO
.
motion of Mr. Hubbard, the sum of $50,000; rendered it necessary for him to explain his n)(IS (d {|)e House thereon
i, es 0,1 Jlls,lce Writs, yesterday accepted tn
green, particularly in the
The
ofanv considerable ) was
0,lt» wherever it occurred, th,us; position as it was lhe cause of his having '.
Senate lhen Went into SECRET SE3-: concurrence, and Mr. Thompson moved l0
soil is free from stones, (
J
iMU-bio 'limiting the appropriation to $100 000 to received so many letters from various parts! gjo\ and the doors were closed and lhe reconsider the vote whereby the House aCsize, and rocks and ledges, none appearing j)-----................................
■
...
::: the
WW.
and reporters exch.ded. ’
cepted the report.
,
.
.
5
,
i
each State mentioned m
mil. The bill; of’the South, threatening to assassinate him.!
above the surface, and where trees have i was ordered to be engrossed hv n vote of) 1 hese letters were all postmarked.
Some )
#«####*
Mr. Dane advocated the motion brietiy, as
been turned up by the soil appears to be ; 25 to 23. Alter which the Senate
went in-1 of them directly threatening assassination;! The doors being opened,
a matterof courtesy to the gentlemau who
of reddish color, in which are intermixed
executive session, andthenadjourned
to , others under friendly advice, assured him! On tnotion of Mr Smart
Ordered, That wished to expresshis views.
Mr. 'Thompson
reconsideration.
; that if be did not alter his course, his days!_____ with such as the House may join, be,
V*......... . ........advocated
‘.......
fragments ofreddish sand stone and slate.
Monday.
Lawyers
| were rnimbered-he would not survive the
CO(hIriiuee t0 itJliniie illl() the expediency of He stated some of his experience.
The land on the river St. John and its
MONDAY, JAN. 21 .
i session
Whde others were direct challeojr S(.liators atltl requesting ourr in his vicinity charge $1 50, for a writ before
tributaries is also of excellent Quality; the
judgment. Poor men can often get but 50
soil is generally of a deep rich loam and
?Mr. Tallmadge offered à resolution propo ges to fight duels, of winch character was) Representatives in Cougreas to urge ou that
,); one then lying on his desk.
In that letter b . the iinpor};mee offorlilving several im cents a day for their labor. 'They are often
free from stones ; the ridges or swells of ^ing certain amemhmmis to the consntmion,
he submitted
submitted to
to the
the several
several states.
slates.
By ! were speeffied the time,
audol„. <te. sued for demands not exceeding SI 50 aud it
land are covered with a heavy growth of ) <to“ he
L;
! them,
them, itit is
ns iiroiiosed
proposed to
to limit,
limit, the
the tenure
tenure oi
of ‘he duel, wuh the ahernattve of his (Mr. Ad- : i;.nvt!leS8 fl.()nll
jd ai;o of ¡„creasing our takes them three days to pay for the writ, be.
,
«> , r
• i
,
..i a
timber. But few inhabitants me seltjen up-i1 tthe Presidency
’
1 ’ to one term of four years ; to ! ai“«)
nmix efed m the streets or m the ; |ja
. cousu ucli
atealu vesseis of wur. i sides the service.
_’
i
r.itiriz
111 x.» of‘t'i.t*
*
57
on it, perhaps three thousand or >herea-) b;7ve th? ' Secreta'ry
of the Treasury the
dark.—SOne
the luttar;:
letters wuc
was JisignedI Kt;
by a
!
Mr. Harvey iof Gl.enbt.iru took the same
boats, and where they cultivate it, their la- | qq-easmer ami the Post Master Generare’lect- i 7"'^
1,b,h though^ he did not i
I view of il'ie subject.
THURSDAY, JAN. 24,.
.
)
Mr. Vose hoped the reconsideration would
large ie<| [>y Comuess, in such wav and for such : do’»bt lo
a forgery, or in the new Ian-)
bor is abundantly rewarded, in the
Messrs. Smart, I. Reed and Littlefield were )
! prevail. We have now had the experience
oats,! term as it ihinks fit ; and m make «nv mem“ a qmz.” By lhe rules of lhe House, I
crops of wheat,, barl?
appointed on the part of the Senate, on the j! ol two old deputy sheriff’s, of the exactions
from) ber of Congress ineligible for ati appOint-i he might raise the question of privilege oil
potatoes, hay. &c.
¡t i order introduced yesterday afternoon by Mr. , of lawyers, and he thought the lawyers ought
p..'.. i mem under Government, until two years af< each of these, bm he would not do so, as it
Smart, relative to jiistruet'mg our Senators and j! to have an opportunity to expose the exac
stories renders lhe
............ .
.
i | ' ter the expiration of his term as a member. ; w,,u d c9nsU'nie time, with these prelimi.
,,
j
(binoress
) nary remarks, Mr. Adams then proceeded requtstmg om Representatives m Congie^ tions of deputy sherilis. He related a case
timber is abundant on the river St. J?’bn! They were ordered to he primed.
and its branches, all of which are naviga-j
q
i where a deputy had made an attachment on
. ! Tim
Senaie look up the Cumberland Road ; t0 ’hf? nbJwt <>f ti,is statement, to make bis
Ou motion of Mr. Littlefield, the Senate ■ personal property, and he had given him a
ble for the transportation of
Bill,b ami
po^itK»« understood, in relation to lhe sub.
<d supplies an
and^ !; jjj|
a|(d the
||te question
questUm being on its final paspa
then
went
into
SECRET
SESSION,
the
llip
A?........ tl.... —ayes Jecl to which these letters referred,
the ririvina
driving of
of b.nrc
logs nearly to their
their «iotlfCRS.
sources, 'Î sa«e, I.it .......
was carriedI in .1...
the ..affirmative
; writ with ordets to make a second attach.
Whh'w.r.iTd>o pifo'ims'lbl''the Abo- ‘ ll""rs ww'!
reporlere »nd spire. { ment subject to the fust, and the depuiy
and thefe is also an abundance of water 24, noes 22.
'* "‘ ,l...... ........... ..
tators
excluded.
I charged amongst other things three dollars
Inion of slavery and lhe slave trade, he alpower for mills.
The resources o( the
*
*
* , *.. , * . _ *
*
* !fo.
•
....
, .
...
for responsibility.
Mr. V. hoped the vote
for
responsibility,
) firmed that he was, from lhe first moment,;
TUESDAY, JAN. 22.
country are gieat ; whether its soil or its
linallypasset-Resolve nifuvor of Amos pvf)(dd'he
vve sJh,u|(| lf)k(}
I opposed to the resolution, by which such
limber be considered, no equal portion of
]
j care of all the poor, poor lawyers as well as
Mr.
Williams, of Maine, presented a reso-! p
Hp
eis vvere¡....i
)aj(|.........
Oli tih...........
e table.
,...
t...............
.
But it was Duane—of Peoples Bank.
the State bears any comparison to it, a$d j lutiun, ¡which was adopted , calling on **ie also well known to the House that from the i
¡poor deputy s’hyrifts.
FRIDAY, JAN. 25
more than one half of lhe whole pine tim- , President for information iu relation to lke , first moment of presenting these asking to)
i The vote was reconsidered, and on motion
Papers
from
the
House
disposed
of
in
con
ber in the State is upon it.
i North Eastern boundary.
¡of Mr. Hutchins the subject was laid on tire
) have slavery abolished in the District of1
ad
It may be worthy of a passing remark, . Alter an executive session, lhe Senate
■ Columbia,, he was not prepared to grant the i cuirob«e.
j table and Wednesday next assigned.
i Order introduced by Mr. Allen of Alfred,
that lhe Southeasterly lake at the head o|’jouinei •
_____
prayer—for those asking the abolition of the! \
------Saturday, jan. 26. j relative to subscribing for copies ¡»f Common
the Aliguash river is higher, probably thirty I
Wednesday, jan. 23. | slave trade, he was. He would now distinct- j
I ly tell lhe House, that he had not changed i
fVIr. Littlefield from the Judiciary Commit ■ School Journal, came from the Senate ¡miet).
. feet, than» lake opposite called Webster’s
Tbt. Se„atp, to.d»y, passed the bill sup .
.
.
...................................... ....................................... _
; his opinion, and that, if the. question was put tee to which was referred a message am I (led, and the limise concurred in the amendpond, at the head of one of the blanches ol prass*U1g duelling in thé District of C’ôlum- \ for abolishing slavery in this District he would documents relative to Philbrook and Kelle- j tnet.it ami refused the order a passage,
the east branch of Penobscot river.
1
. Ida, iii certain cases : and also the \n\\ niuA-\ vole UQ-ainst it. This declaration he wished ' riln, reported that the (’ommiuee had come !
Leave of absence was granted' to Mr. Paine
distance from lake to lake is half a mile, the ) ishiug imprisonment for debt; thus sweep-1 the House and the coimtiy distinctly to un-' to the conclusion, that this subject was ex-; of Sanford, lor 14 days from and after Munland is low, and to every appearance a ca-! ing off I wo barbarisms at once.
Mr. Tall- ' derstaml.
Since the question was first. ehisivé:ly withitVihe jurisdiction ofthe Ex'éc-I‘bbY Hext.
mav be cut across at,
al a small expense,
exnense. jI madge
madge brought,
brought in
in the
the following
following resolution
resolutions : broached, he had
said
ami therefore asked to be discharged;Resolve in favor ofthe town
of Lymm,
nal may
s
. . that if it was cousis- mive.
■ -........................................
I (reported in a new draft) read once, and MunIf a dam were to be built at the outlet of) RestilVétl, '1'hat souttd specie pqying banks ) ter6 wuh th« Constitution, be would move frorn i;s further consideration—accepted,
„„„..... . ..... inexpedient reported on an j day, February 4th, assigned.
the Damehenungemook lake, and a canal i ought to be selected, under suitable regu la- i to remove Congress from this District, to!
Legislation
| Finally passed Resolve in favor of H.-»nrut the timber from n »rent trad- which ' lions, for safelv keeping the public money.
whete s.aveiy did not exist, But
but he thought !Ì order to amend the law relative to divorces,
d’nore
¡80asasto
givethe
theCourt
Courtpower
powerlbm grant
grant tlu
them ! >‘f l' Eogg—making appropriations lor officers
, ’ . .
’
‘
. I
Resolved, That payment of the public
veino',a'
oe‘iiicotisiitutional.
: so
to give
aid, had. been wholly for wilful desertion lor a time' not less ihati ) and soldiers ofalie levululiou and their \vk|.
,
I
i
•
J
J
! money ought to be made m gold and silver..) These opinion
sent do«n ,I'P Pphobsc.’t nver.
j or in notes of sound specie |«<yina
misunderstood, arid hem e he had received 5 years—also relative to Judicial processes, j
Petitions presented and referred— Edmmul
The Mens river limned the explorations ! ,1|1(iei. s„,lab|e regulations to be prescribed ! these threats of assassination.
He (lid not |
to the Northward, and when the explora-. j)y ¡aw
; suppose that the writers really intended to)
Perkins and 40 others Rifle Company in Sacn
MONDAY, JAN 28.
tions in that region were interrupted by i ' {¿^Ived, That the selected banks, in con-Ì kill him, bm only to intimidate him into si- >
am! Bidileford, for a supply ol arms. Sever,
The President laid before tlie Senate a i
lhe weather, and could not be continued fori sideratjon of such deposites. ought to per lence, and thus suppress discussion by tlireats i
al for a repeal of the license laws.
communication from John C. Humphrey
the want, of provisions, the exploration was form, without charge, the same duties to the of mòrder,— He vvould, however, say, that
Senator, saying that he had been appointed
continued South towards the monument, ex- ! Government in transferring the public funds, if the writers thought to affect him in this
Saturday, jan. 26
Sheriff of Cumberland ami was about to en
amining and ascertaining the course the ex- ! and distributing the same in payment of the way they wet'e mistaken.
At
ten
o
’
clock,
the
number
of members in
ter on the duties of that office, and therefore
ploring line was run, and the magnetic vari- j public creditors, as were performed by the
Mr. Adams then alluded to the maimer in he re.-igned his seat at, lhe Senate Board.
lieuse was rem rne I by the Monitors by
ation and longitude.
iwtiich he delivered his petitions.
As these
! direction ol
¡direction
of the ¡Speaker, and 91 nieinlærs
ineinbers
late Bank of the United Slates.
[To be concluded.]
This appears to he a sort of alternative to were sent to him from all parts of the comi- i
a coinmiiiiieatiot) from lhe Secretary ' (nnt a 'l‘«W'n) were found to be present.
try, aceompanied by letters referring to i¡of State, transmitting all the documents in! On motion ol Mr. Dane, a call of ths
the Sub-Treasury plan.
Extract from a letter, dated
them, lie viewed them ¡is a trust, and there- i his possession relative to the Insane Hospi-, House was ordeied. fon alter it hail proceeilfore lieserving a particular attention when !
THURSDAY, JAN. 24
New York, Jan. 22.
tai—referred to the Committee on that sub-1 ed awhile, - a number of members having
For
come in. the call was suspended.
Mr. Benton introduced a bill for the re he brought them before rhe House.
By the arrival of the Packet ship England,
ject.
On motion of M i. Vose, ordered Quit the
C.ipt. Waite, from Liverpool, at this port to peal of the salt tax, and to abolish the boun- that reason he could not send them en masse
¡ committee on State • Lands
day, we have London papers to the 19th and ! lies allowed by the, General Government, to the Clerk’s desk simply as “ abolition pe
TUESDAY, JAN 29.
. , be directed to inrr,.
.
.1
• •
I
• t 1 If c ‘¡Hire whether unv Iraiid has b?etl pnmiist'il
Liverpool to the 20th ult., the day on which and went into an argument in favor of the titions,” without noticing them specially.
1
he
Resolve
authorising
a
loan
in
behalf
of
,
t)
tl_ . ..... _
Mr. A..next proceeded to notice his Ste! on the Stale or on tlie settlers in obniiniug <i
Mr
Benton, at the request
the England left.
.
I measure. Mr.
“ "
..........of
r ”
lhe ¡State of four hundred and fifty thousand i deed of township No. 6, in the 3d rnjijfo
lke
;
venson
resolmiou,
which
was
the
second
■
j Davis, agreed that the bill should lie on
There is, of course, nothing later from the '
ground on which the threatening letters had I dollars passed to he engrossed.
'and if so what if any remedy exists for the
continent, by the present arrival, than had , table.
bean sent him. This resolution, he insisted, j “ An Act additional to an act for the relief . said Settlers.
been received by the Albany, from Havre,)| Several private bills were considered and .
of Poor Debtors,” Was taken up, amended j
involved
a
matter
of
inquiry,
ami
was
not
;
Resolve nutlioiizing a loan in behalf of the
jI passed to be engrossed, and after an execu
nor is there much local news of interest.
desiglieli as an assault upon Mr. Stevenson ’ and after some discussion was passed to!; State (450,000) was read a second time, arid
tive session the Senate adjourned.
..................
......................
be
engrossed,
'as
amended.
The
bil)
is
inten:
The barque Capt. Ross, from Montreal,
or his friends. In the course of his remarks, |
! at the request of Mr D ane, a brief statement
he alluded mthe course ofGen. Jackson in
to |notect the sureties of insolvent debt was made ¡is to the state ofthe Treasury, and
arrived at Liverpool on the 16th ultimo,
striking from the lists ofthe Navy an ofo-! ors against a recent decision of our Supreme,¡the Resolve was passed to he engrossed.
having on board thirty-four Canadian con
cer, for .being engaged in a transaction pre- j Judicial Court.
>
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
victs, destined for Van Dieman’s Land. You
cisely simifar to this in which Capt, Perry I Mr Littlefield called np the bill regulating
will remember Parker. Wait, Chandler, &.<*.
FRIDAY, JAN. 18.
MONDAY, JAN. 28.
with Mr. Stevenson, and ar- ,jtbe duties ol Attorney General and (./inniiy j
were amongst these men, whom the English
Mr. Elmore requested to he excused from was implicated
...
At 20 minutes past lOo’elock, the Journal
j
Attornies
which
on
motion
ol
Mr.
Emery
|
papers state as having made n miserable ap serving on the ime-t’yaiing committee, f K,,e^......................
*bat if such severe notice could he ta-i
pearance on landing. It is also stated that' After a long debate the House excused him. ke" of one case with impunity, it was sure- jj was committed to Messrs. Emery, Erskine ; heing read, it ¡qipear?d that a quorum wns
'1 bei'y
'"'mg f/xm (»niiC
construe
inquir,/,
liouse may
present,l»ll al 2;> mmm.-i. p.w 10, « rejy| p C''O »? 11 HI *1
*a'h'c'n-ke.i'to
*
1
‘ Iv
ivn'mii
’ti’iiu »■»n i’re»olmion
n
I • kt ■ K of-»v>
r»»>
1 <‘»<1 Oskoo.1, with such as the
they had made an attempt on the passage to ) j
^u^r on'ihe ™!ml"of WoH ns ,1 - ¡"><> »» W'H "<>'»hV of ttssussitwion. J"m. [House jnine.l Messrs. French of No- ; mrt. ol the llunse showed that 102 me,.......
regain their liberty but without success.
excused, on the pumnd ol his laho.
The re,,minder of Mr. Adams’ remarks wem I
Dane of Kmutelmnlt, Richards ,,f were present. _
_
..
Some of the rebels appeared sorry for their ties on other committees. The House ex
conduct, but the majority look upon them cused him—yeas 106, nays 99. Mr. Hubley to show »hiit his petitions for the recognition Ellsworth’, Virgin of Wayne, Shaw of Wind-1 Papers from the Senate were disposed of
selves as sufferers in a righteous cause ; they also asked to be excused, and after a long of Hayti, were not just grounds for his be ham, Stanley of Dixfield and McCrillis of ¡ in concurrence.
The Committee on the Judiciary, to
I
all expect Lords Brougham and Durham debate the request was granted. The House ing threatened with murder.
lie was not Belfast]
winch was referred the papers cmninniii.
will get their sentences mitigated.
the
only
one
that
presented
such
papers.
proceeded to ballot, and made choice of
i cated by Gov. Kent, relative to the demand
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30.
As you will have previously noticed, per Messrs. Martin, Taylor and Wagener, and
' of the Governor of Georgia for Philbrook
The bill for the divorce of William Cobb
■ IZi.iTUESDAY, JAN. 22.
haps, a chimney sweeper, named Edward after a disorderly session, adjourned.
■ n
i i
•
,
»nd Kelleran, reported their unanimous ot»nCobb
came
up
on
ns
passage
to
be
• , that
fl , the whole
, subi • ert. •is exclusivr
(
■1 ,
■ Cotton, has been taken up for being an in
The bill from the Semite to reduce and and Alary
•,
i
t
e>
¡on
v
ti within the.......
i?____________________
_____anil
\
truder on the Queen’s privacy. Soot was
SATURDAY, JAN. 19.
graduate |he price of public, lands was taken enurossed.
provim-e
of the Executive,
Mr.
Emery
moved
to
lay
the
Bill
on
the
found in the marble Hall, in Buckingham
Motions were made to
> the committee therefore ask to be disehaigThree ofthe investigating committee asked , up. , and read twice.
ji ed from the further consideration of thePalace, but on attempting to catch him he to be excused in succession. Mr. Taylor of) refer il tn the committee on public lands, and table. Carried 12 to 4.
Mr. Dumont called up the steam bill again,
gave chace, and was not taken until he had New York declined serving, on lhe ground |to a seieel «<>miniuee. These were superse
subject, and recommend that the papers Ire
crossed the.park. On his person was found that he was not. by profession capable of per- i
b^ a moiiou lo lay the hill on lhe table, On motion of Mr. Emery the yeas and nays i1 placed on tile—which report was accepted
were,
ordered
on
the
adoption
ofthe
amendi
a letter addressed to her Majesty and one forming the duties which would lie required which was carried by a vote of 102 to 97.
l in concurrence. ■
merit making private property liable.
j
for the honorable Mr. Murray.
How he of him. e He is, I understand , a practising
j
Bill additional respecting divorces (proThe question then came up on the amend-1
g/»t into the Palace appears a mystery, but ; physician in New York.
WEDNESDAY, JAN 23.
lie made a long
i vides that when neither party asks for a jury,
ment, which was rejected.
Yeas
9,—nays ;
on his examination he confessed that he had 1 speech in preface to his request, in order to
......steam
.........
¡the issue may Ire tried by the court, and that
Mr. Sergeant from the committee on
10.
)
often been present, (concealed of course,)
I a second libel may be tried for the same
I show that by e<ltication, &c. he was unfitted engines reported a bill amending the act for
during the meetings of the privy council, and i lor such a service. A long and tedious de- ! the protection of ttie lives ol passengers on
cause) was read a third time, and on motion
at other times.
of Mr. Kimball of Lebanon, laid on the ta
bate ensued upon (he question of excusing j board of steam vessels. Mr. Brown reported
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ble.
him, in which Messrs. Wise, Prentiss, Jem- j a bill amlmrizing the inhabitatiis of the terWEDNESDAY, JAN 23.
Late from ‘ I'ampico.—By slips from the fer, Waddy Thompson, Eli Moore and oih- ritory ol I<»wa to form a State Constitution,
Mr. Allen of Alfred, offered the following
AFTERNOON.
New Orleans Bee and Louisianian of the ers took a part.
order :
The result was that Mr.'
A motion to recoltsider the vote ofyesterMr. Ide, from the committee to which was
14th idt. we have advices frorn Tampico to j Taylor was excused by the Speaker’s easting i day laying the Graduation Billon the" table,
Ordered, That the committee on the Juth? 5th.
j vote. The yeas and nays stood, 1 believe,1 was made, and lost, by the very close vote of referred the order relating to altering the J dietary he instructed to inquire into the ex
On the 26th nit. two French brigs and a ! 120 to 126. Next in order, Mr. Wagener . 98 lo 99.
powers and duties of County Commissioners,' pediency of requiring witnesses to attend and
reported that legislation on that subject is in- 1 give evidence in criminal trials in neighbor
corvette arrived off that place, from one of j asked to be excused, but alter a very tiresome J
which was landed a messenger with a des- I debate, in which lhe members indulged
to
expedient. Accepted.
iI mg States,
Slates, a reasonable compensation being
THURSDAY, JAN. 24.
‘ ‘
- i’
patch from Admiral Batidin to Gen. Urrea, I considerable extent in personalities, gnashed
<
‘ ' I
allowed them.
r~ * ■
Mr. Cambreleng,
from the committee of
intorming him that the port should no Ion- | their teeth at one anmher, and did every thing j
THURSDAY, JAN. 24.
j|
iAfter a few remarks by Mr. Allen, who
Ways and Meanss, presented a report conger be blockaded, as it was held by a party else
On motion of Mr. Allen of Alfred, the bill \ s,a.’eil ll,at
similar provisipn) exists in>
ta'miny the views of the committee in regard
, but
, come to blows,
.. . Mr.1 Johnson of Ma-'! taining
hostile to the Mexican Government.
ryland,
rylaud, to
to prevent
prevent further
further quarreling,
quarreling, .....
and! to , lo the state of lhe finances. They had come to divorce Ebenezer and Mary Cobb was ta- ■ uOgbboring Slates, and that much incnnveitGeneral Urrea replied,expressing his satis- bring lhe House back to the subject before
I to the conclusion that if Congress make the ken up, and Mr. A. advocated’ at length the iel,ce is experienced in New Hampshire for
faction with the Admiral’s letter, and his them, moved the previous question, which
[ usual amount of new appropriations, it will passage of the bill, and replied to the charge : W},nt °l such a provision in this State, the
confidence that on the re-establishment of' was carried, and the yens and nays being callj order was passed.
! be necessary to provide five or six millions of uiiconstitutionality.
*u-' federal
thé
..... ’ ---------government, *■'the difficulties
' " "
with
’■ ed for, stood t23 to 125.
¡So Mr. Wagener
Resolve read once and to-morrow iisMr. Kimball of Lebanon opposed the bill.)
I for lhe treasury, in addition to the resources
France will be adjusted, &c.
) was not excused. Mr. Martin of Ala., next,
on the ground of the general impolicy of di signed—in favor of Aroostook Road, (Ap
I already provided.
The Tampico papers contain articles of under the rule of the House which allows a- )
Mr. Howard attempted to bring up the vorces, and the evil consequences wliiirh al-1 propriates $20,000 to complete said road,
conciliation, which have passed the Mexi- ! ny member who is already on two committees
j
bill
to provide for the liquidation of claims ways reSull from increasing the facilities ofj provided Massachusetts makes a similar ap
can Congress.
to l>e excused from serving on a third, excus i for spoliations by France prior lo the treaty divorce. Mr. K. illustrated his position by propriation.)
The object of these propositions is obvi- ' ed
. himself. The House then proceeded to of 1801, but without success.
The resolu facts from the history of Rome, of France
otisly to unite all the Mexicans in support of
"V t,,e vacancies by ballot, and Mr. Fo:
TUESDAY, JAN. 3^.
tions offered by Mr. Haynes for referring to ami of Prussia. He also contended that lhe
York
the Government, and appease the ■ discon- ter of New
..... v
1 and
• > Mr. Owens of Georgia ¡the appropriate committees, the several Legislature has not the constitutional power
Bill additional relating to the repair ai.nl ntents which have so long distracted the re were elected.
¡subjects of the President’s message, were to grant divorces.
mendment of highways, and Bill addi
Mr. Wise presented a resolution somewhat l then taken up.
public.
The several resolutions
The debate was continued by Messrs. tional to promote the side and settlement of
to
this
effect
—
that
the
committee
should
emGeneral
and Col. iPeraza
to, some Ul
of them
after cinisunconsid,- Wbidden, Harvey of Glenburn and Shaw of ^1e public lands, were severally passed* io be
vcuciai Mexia
iTicAi.i <11111
vinz.ii arrived at
I
i
i
1>
I
»T
xz
,
I! were agreed Li',
mciu ijitci
Tampico on the 3d, from New Orleans an(l
U ■e<*L^'Aani
Y°rk Io ex_ j eiable debate.—'Fhey were reported to the Windham, when the question on indefinite ¡enacted,...............
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A
resolution,
declaring
it
exi her party Hilts I'wij
Ha. No action had as yet occurred there. sevetl )n(|s anf| eight link to a stake ; thence
' Waterborough, James Leavitt ; Hollis, Jonadowp
Little River bridge,, m Durham and pedient to organize an Association of Teach j The assailants we are told are but poorly ;
>d by the corn'll «I
north 40 degrees east, to the road aforesaid,'
; than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith ;
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V be tried lor ikl
Ih Portsmmuh a severe S- E. Snow Storm ; ers and frtemis of Education for Cumberland ^equipped, being unprovided with artillery,! ten rods ; thence by said road to the place i Westbrook, Warren & King ;—and by his a. and principally composed of dragoons and , liegun nt, coniaiiiing one hall of an acre,
bird time, and MF,
i gents generallv throughout the Stale.
was experienced oil Saturday aftcmooH and County, was proposed, which elicited a very
Lebanon, laid «« l^j
; musketeers.
! more or less, together with the house thereon
Jan. 18, 1839.
evening. The damage in that vicinity was; iutepesting discussion, in which Rev.C. Pearl
standing.”
trifling.
j
of Bangor, Rev. Mr. Whitman of Portland,
ed, offered the fob
I claim said real estate, by said mortgage, . Eastern ^tege House,' No.
[CZ’A very ‘h^’DJ’dive and most terrific
The Boston Advertiser states that the
8:4, Ann street, Boston.
Merrimac and Nashua fivers, ami their trib- ; Messrs. Weld of North-Yarmouth, Western firtm»ccurred ill this city on Thursday morn-; and I hereby give notice that the condition of
e coinmiitèe oil ;fc
I broke out about half past one 1 the same has been broken, by reason where- HpHE subscriber would aimounce to his
utary streams, were much swollen and a I ol Cumberland, Wheeler of Standish, Brown.. , ing last, It
i. Haskell! of, 1 claim, also, to foreclose the said rnort11 to inquire itilo It
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clock,
in
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Foundry
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^reat number of bridges and mill dams oj; Gmham, Hiil id’ Brunswick and Jewett
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&, Turner, situated on Hav«?rhill st.
.
------were carried away.
erally, that the above establishment, having
Portland, parftetpated.
1 he resolution , t|j(i mercury stood nine degrees below zero. |
Kennebunk, Jan. 25, 1839.
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The following description of the effects off
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undergone complete rejiairs and been newly
itile cornpeiwalÌMb
the gale in New York, is from
1. _... the New ; was ad«5(»ied and a Committee appointed to ; Before the fire could be subdued, nearly one I
furnished throughout, is now open for the reFARNI
York Gazette :
J piosent a Constitution.,—In the afternoon, a ¡square and a half, composed chiefly of
HE subscriber vviII sell the farm where- ception of company. The location is cen
irks by Mt. Airi
Tremendous Gale and Flood.—K storm ol[ Constitution was reported—thç report ac- wooden buildings, were entirely burnt over. JL
on he now resides, in Alfred. ; contain- tral and convenient, and the present propri¡lar provision®
.M
ost
of
the
buildings
destroyed
were
man,rain commenced about 12 o clock on F riday i cepU;t|—an(| t|ie Association organized by
) ing 240 acres of excellent land ; 90 acres off ctor is determined to spare no effort on his
ami that iimclife
facturmg
and
artisan
shops
—
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foundiMn. and continued and increased during ,i
,
'
nit/lit,
’
•
the choice ol the necessary officers.—Mr. eries, smith’s and carpenters’ shops, two : which are under excellent cultivation—well I’”1’1'° maintain the good name ol the hotise^
I in New Haliti
.the morning,
and until late in the afternoon
and to'ensure a continuance of the publie
»vision in M8
'ofihe next day. The wind which was S. : Weld then proposed several resolutions, in marble manufactories, and machine shops. | proportioned as to mowing, ullage and pas favour it has hitherto, in a large measure, re
ot Education which One stable, (horses saved,) one grocery and .
P'u<bi<mig abundantly, hay, cmn, giam,
L., increased in violence from the com- j relation to the subject <
’
' ,
five or six dwelling houscs-one new brick | &<?• On 150 acres ot this farm, is a thriving ceived. The books ofthe Eastern RaiFroad:
»nee and'to-nto^
tnencemvut to the end of the storm, and • after a brief discussion were adopted.
adopted, I be j bJop^ were a]s0 t.onfqJI,(e(p
| growth of the best sorts ot wood and timber, and Stages are stiff kept at the house.
)f Aroentoolf IW
¿thou! 3 o’clock, P. M., on Saturday, it be-J
N. B. Attached to the establishment is a
........... .- the resolutions are
The greatest
greatest sufferer!
sufferers were Haskell & also, an orchard ot 400 thrifty trees.
It is
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in
to complete si|
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rame a pei’fecl hurrictme. At a little alter '
sound and worthy ‘ all acceptation’-“ the Turner, J. Hartshorn, P. Dowe, J. H. Hutch- j advantageously located, within a few rods of large yard, good sheds, first rate stables,,
setts makes 8
4 however, it chopped afoupd to the west, i
of' the
of Education lakes into vie« the
. - the Court-house
...... ............... and
............
•"» public schools, where every attention will be given to hor
BacBacon
‘>1? a"'1and
"r- Mr.
ff'Harlow.
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Ollws
ami moderated. T'he quantity of rain that 1| true svsien. ol' Edition lakes into vie« the
¡suffered severely.
The large new stone and about | of a mile from Alfred village— ses, by experienced ostlers.
tell dm'mg the gale was very great, and the (I uue sysu.iu O.
J. TYLER.
whole man, the intellect, heart and body ;
'Catholic Church was barely saved and well watered, having many fine springs, to
wind forced in a tide such, as has not been I
Boston, Dec. 12,1838.
i childhood and youth is the time and ourilnuefi damage«!.
Insurances' are small.— one of which an acqueduct is laid to accommo
known
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New
York
since
thé
great
Sep-,
lating to tlie«K
date the barn-yard. A branch of Mousam
lumber gale of 1821.
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this
disaster
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cotiipjeiely
immdate.d,
and
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sak’ »»ri W
foundation of national character, and ensur
SM ART, steady man ro take charge of
which is a valuable intervale.—From 40 to
employment.— Olive Branch.
of course great injury done to the cellars on j
a Clapboard Machine ;—one who tin-^
•re severally |»*'
ing perpetuity to our institutions,”—it is the
50 tons of hay are annually cut on said farm.
those streets. It was most fortunate,' and al- i
derstands sawing ami is sufficiently acquaint
-^It lies on the road leading through Allred
duty
imperative
duly
of
every
parent,
who
possesA
public
meeting
of
the
inhabitants
of
most turt'acuious that the tide subsided near- ,
guluting Divo^’'1
to Kennebunk, and may conveniently be di ed with the Machinery to keep it tn order*
|y two hours before the lime indicated in the J ses the means, to make suitable provision for) Meredith Bridge and vicinity, in New Hamp- vided into two or more farms.
The build will find good encouragement on apjilicatioi^
it de conve»'8'"1011,
almanacs for it to ebb. If this had not been the education of his children-“ the subject! shin?’ bas been beld ior.lbe l”'.‘,P0.SR ofadopt'
IVORY GOODWIN.
mnelmnk. V(®»
ings are a commodious two story dwelling to
r, ,
,
. ..i itig measures for procuring a division of Strafthe case, there is no estimaiitig the disasKennebonk-port, Jan. 21, 1838.
red, the bill Wli.'
ol Educauon deserve» lhe highest regard ot;
Co„„,V!a„d eslai,lishing two new Cotin- house, barn, &c.—Terms liberal.— Apply to
irotis
eonseq'ienees.
The
damages
actually
ill gives to I«;,
WM. PARSONS.
produced, though undoubtedly very serious, men in authority,”—the passage of a bill > tjes fiy tfie names of Belknap tend Carrol,
»ereafter file « J,
Alfred, Jan. 25, 1839.
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the
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we are gratified to believe are not so exten
second ina,' J
BBLS. Flour,—from
Foreign.
sive as There was every reason to apprehend. islature, would materially advance the cause j House in Guilfotd.—Bos/on Dai. Adv.
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ided to meet
C. W. WILLIAMS.
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Aids De
De Camp.
Camp.—
—Gov.
Gov. Fairfield
Fairfield has
has apapmafmn, tiie damage to the shipping at the of Common School Education in the State—
uf KeadheO
pers, and calculate on paying in Wood
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1839..
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omfftly educated
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1. er it immediately.—As we are determined to have
1 rlXi.
Meding in the Capitol.-A meeting of U,e Bion Bradbury
of Calais,
and1 Joseph
the great rise .of the water.
Of course we
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all Dur accounts settled with the least 'posstMeeting in
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QI! ! Williams (son
son of Hon.
Horn R. W.) of Augusta,
have not had lime to ascertain the extent of
EDGERS and Day Books
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the disaster to vessels on the coast, which friends of Education and of Common Schools j wkh the ra'nk of Lieut> Colonel,
.J Records ;
gleeit to settle, that their neglect will be atten
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Kennebec Journal.
>we fear is very great. On the laud, the inju- was beld in the Representatives’ Hall, in Au-1
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Quarto Account Books
ded
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CONTRAST All nations, from
Irons ;■ Ib100 now offers to the pttblie,public,, and he Wfis
wss cured in
e remotest ages, have bad ships, but Co- ■ a V0ry short time, after his recovery bad been
pronouncedJ not‘ only
mbus only found, the way to America. B
F_e J1
1 improbable,
’ ’ but absolutelv
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N LOW SPIRITS.-“-Low spirits

is

a

ISrandreili*«

certain state of the mind accompanied
VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PILlv
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
re the time of the great Spanish navigator,. impossible, by any human means,
ESTABLISHED IN 1751,
apprehended
upon
the
slightest
grounds,,
and
lople were only enabled to paddle about the! DIRECTIONS FOR USE.—The Proprietor of
'Science, should contribute to health.
lores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It I the vegetable Life Pills does not follow the the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years asid
but two short years since 1 first ventured ! base and mercenary practice of the quacks of medical writers supposed, this disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
Qa
jon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov- ■ the day, in advising persons to take bis Pills in confined to those particular regions of the ab
Of
air that trembles through the window b
domen,
technically
called
hypochondria,
arge
quantities.
No
good
medicine
can
possibly
ed the precious object I was in search of—I
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancola 6215 I
lEALTH.
Vegetable medicines were in-1 be so required. These Pills are to be taken at which are situated on the right or left side of THE unprecedented success which I
bed
time
every
night,
for
a
week
or
fortnight,
that
cavity,,
whence
comes
the
name
hypo

eed known when I commenced my search, '
resulted from the adoption of
according to the obstinacy of the disease. The
nt their use was not. By the use of them, 1 usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti chondriasis.
dreth’s Pills, during a period ©f upwards of 8S I
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal years, the numerous extraordinary CUr?
ave not only passed from the dejected in- tution of the person.
Very delicate persons
alid, to the hale, hearty and active man' of should begin with but two, and increase as the symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or which they have performed upon hundred*
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
usiness, but, comparatively
speaking,
may
-r_-..... o, I, have
------ -' nal0re of the case
-------rJ require
----- : those more roof individuals whom they have rescued fro '
enewed my youth. I can thus, with confi-I bUst,> rtr
—
6... with
wuu o3 modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal almost inevitable death after they had be? I
or ot very costive h
habit,
may ^
begin,
• •
• . my !! and
inr»tz-»
A .or
sm. even 5
e rkii
» .>they wili
. ’ pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
ence in my own experience,
advise
with
a
2
d
*
ncj
’
ease
t(
>
4,
Pills,
and
vaf/Miivuvc, aunoc Willi my
; ’’ WHj
pronounced incurable by the most eminent of
eiiow-ciiizens. Does the reader
...................
,,.„3
i', r'
■to guide
■ the the attention upon any subject of importance
want
proof
I .■ a sufficiently happy charrge
the faculty—warrants the proprietor ©j
or engaging in anything that demands vigor Vegetable Universal Medicine, in waimlyaDJ
bat die VEGETABLE LIFE MEDICINES i
limes
ire suitable to h-is own case ? I have on my i VtJf
y occasion sickness and vomiting, though or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; this, comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding,.mel Conscientiously recommending it tothe
iie at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of| how
pecial notice ofthe public.
hc.vever, may be considered a favorable symp
letters, from some of the most respectable tom, as the patient will find himself at once re ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
Dr.. Brandrelh wishes mankind to consider i
total
derangement
of
the
nervous
system.
—
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of- lieved, and by perseyerance will soon recover.
The
mental feelings and peculiar train of this truth, that health solely depends on th» *
lered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours and
state of purity in which the blood is kept ey. '
VEGETABLE M ED1CINE.
never give pain unless the bowels are very rnuch ideas that haunt the imagination and over ery part of the body being supplied daily
I
whelm
the
judgment,
exhibit
an
infinite
di

/Persons whose constitutions have been encumbered. They may be taken by the most
new blood from the food eongumed, Co1)Se, t
nearly
—It
It is,
is, versity. The wisest and best of men are as quently, according to the pureness of ¡u
nearly ruined
ruined by
by the
the ““ all-infallible
all-infallible”” mineral
miuera j delicate females under any circumstances..—
preparations
of the day,
1 .
’
\. will bear me witness. | ao'J'ev®r> recommended, that those in later pe- open to this affliction as the weakest.
blood, so must the state of the body be more
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
...................................
that
the Life Medicines, and• such only, arc riofs.of pregnancy should take but one at a time,
and thus continue to keep the 'bowels open : and treatment are to remove indigestion and or less, healthy. To obtain, therefore, t|Je
the true course to permanent good health.
Meven
VIA FI ftwo
UJn vv.
« n kbe 4taken
1-_ where
L
.1 patient
•
. very
most direct purifier ofthe blood, is a question
may
the
is
stiengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
>
JOHN MOFFAT.
costive. One pill in a solution of two tablespoons its, which may be promoted, by exercise, ear of no little' importance to every individual *
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO lull of water, may be given to an infant in the fol
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most dfreCt
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours
purifiers of the blood, there will be no doufi
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
till it operates ■, for a child from one to five years versation. The bowels (if costive) being care when it is considered that they have pa,mJ
PHOENIX BITTERS.
half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill fully regulated by the occasional use of a their present very extensive sale by then
These medicines have long been known °f
We know nothing better
1HE PHCENIX BITTERb, are so called, be mild aperient.
and appreciated, for their extraordinary and
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. intrinsic merit ; proved by thehumerousciiies
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, cause they possess the power of restoring the Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer which they have accomplished in every lari- i
expiring embers of health, to a glowino vio-or
ety of diseases.
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout
the constitution, as the Phoenix is slid tain in their operation.
The bowels being
of disease to which the human frame is lia to be restored to life from the ashes of its own
The peculiar action of these pills is most'
once
cleansed
his
inestimable
Camomile
ble.
dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely Pills, (which are tonic, anodyqe and anti surprising; their operations being moieor
In many hundreds of certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cerless powerful according to the pureness of the ’
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and
■hey have even rescued sufferers from the I tain parts of the western country, which will in
circulating fluid. On a person in a fairstaieof
without dispute have proved a great blessin«
health, who is only costive or slight/v bil/0Us
^ery verge of an untimely grave, after all the fallibly cure FEVER’S AND AGUES of all
to the numerous public.
they will be scarcely felt; on the contrary if
leceptive nostrums of the day had utterly kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
Some
physicians
have
recommended
a
the complaint be chronic, and the constitution
ailed ; and to many thousands they have effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
free use of mercury but it should not be re
be much deranged, they generally, at first are '
lermanently secured that uniform enjoyment most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and
sorted
to
;
as
in
many
cases
it
will
greatly
ag

CUre 1110 determination of
powerful, until the system be freed from some
»f health, without which life itself is but a
°
BLOOD 10 THE HEAD; never fail in the gravate the symptoms.
of its most vitiated and turgid humors. rJ|iis
martial blessing. So great, indeed, has their
sickness incident to young females j and will be fjpHE. DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be defficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous
accomplished, doses sufficient to cause twoof
-Hnied that whilst many medicines
three copious evacuations daily, will seen
I
t has appeared scarcely less than miraculous debility and weakness of the most impaired con
which are recommended tothe public, have
o those who were unacquainted with the stitutions Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam
move the disease, and the constitatien willi^
not
even
the
negative
merit
of
harmlessuess,
beautifully' philosophical principles upon matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix
restored to a state of health and renewed i
there are others which it would be great in vigor.
which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin
justice
indeed,
and
suicidal
prejudice
to
in

which they consequently act.
It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is
These Pills are recommended by thousands
volve, untried, in a common condemnation. of persons whom they have cured of Co«. I
their manifest and sensible action in purify half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this
And
when
a
medicine
comes
endorsed
with
sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys'- '
ing the springs and channels of life, and en quantity may be taken two or three times a day,
all the great names that have adorned the pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full, i
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, about half an hour before meals, or a less quan
annals of the medical profession, and war ness in the back part of the head, usually t|,e I
that they were indebted for their name, which tity may betaken at all times. To those who
are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these ranted by the seal and signature of long and
H. GOULD has just received an addi- was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great uniform success, its proprietor makes no un symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever
• tional supply of new and seasonable request of several individuals whose lives they ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help reasonable demand upon the public confi and Ague,bilious, typhus, and commonFevers
goods, which be will sell as cheap as can be had obviously saved.
them to perform their functions, and enable the dence, when he claims for it a superior con of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism,^,
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, jn. ;
purchased elsewhere, among them are the
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is sideration.
ward weakness, depression ofthe spirits, Rim.
following : —
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai- offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
-- good
o—assortment
----- ...
A
of Brd. Cloths, Cassi- ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE LIFE ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy
meres and Satinetts ; Pilot and Beaver Cloths ; PILLS within the knowledge and reach of of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs*
tion is facilitated, and strength of bodv and ener
Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera
Vestings ; Cambleteens ; Alapine ; English every individual in the community. Unlike
Unlike
thority in existence condemns it, every medi
Merinos ; Blk. Gro De Swiss and Synchaw the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast gy of mind are the happy results. For farther cal practitioner that is acquainted with it Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary, Deaf
particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS and
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil !
Silk ; English and Amer. Prints ; French red of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are'
JVF£RS>
at Mr, Moffatt’s freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues,,
do. ; Canton Flannel ; Bedtick ; Cotton and Pu|ely and solely vegetable, and contain office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the and that the latter should do so in opposition Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire’ I
Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of '■
Silk Velvets; Bleached Linen ; Brown Sheet- neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or
to their personal interests, must be attributed thirty years standing, Cancers. Tumors
ings and Shirtings ; Bro. and Blue Drilling other mineral in any form whatever. They $1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot
either to their candor and love of truth, or to
Striped Shirting ; Copper-plate ; Red Serge; I are entirely composed of extracts from rare tle. Numerous certificates of the. wonderful their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob- swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness all |
eruptions ofthe. Skin, frightful Dreams, FeRed Flannel ; White do. ; Figured Salsbury; and powerful plants, the virtue of which, efficacy »f both, may be there inspected.
In some obstinate and complicated cases of seivation, and the testimony of thousands.
male Complaints of every kind? especially ob
Flannel ; Lindsey ; Choppas; Green Barage ;■ though long known to several Indian tribes,
Dr.
WM.
EVANS
does
not
pretend
that
structions, relaxations, &e.,
Black Italian Cravats; Levantine H’dkfe, ; * aud recently to some eminent pharmaceutical chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
Complaints,
Fever
and
Ague,
Dyspepsia,
Palsy.
The thousands who use and recommend
check’d gingham Hdkfs. ; Milliner’s Muslin ; chemists, are altogether unknown to the ignoeases. He frankly and conscientiously ad these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra
Corded Skirts, (white and colored ;) Linen;'
medical
science------;and' ----were Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine
Linen- rant pretenders
-----------------to
------:----------------and other diseases of long standing, it may be mits that they will not. He lays no claim to ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact
?aVeS \^
Tapes;
Quality
uality Binding ; Suspenders ; Pearl
I'
never before administered in so happily effi- found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the
the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” assist nature, to do all she can in the curing
Jacket Buttons ; Shirt do. ; Blk. Wadding ; cacious a combination.
I hffinix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells of every form and symptom ofthe one only |
Chap’s Spool Thread ; Tambore CottonTpaN. b.—These Pills and the Bitters will o-et all the “ Elixir of Life,” hut be does say, and he
Their first operation is to loosen from the
disease, to which the human frame is sub
tent Pins ; Hooks and Eyes ; Vest Padding ; coats of the stomach and bowels, the various Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Silicia , Colored Cambricks ; Thread Edging ; (: impui
mts auu
impurities
and cruuiues
crudities constantly
constantly settling
settling the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous ject, namely—-impurity of the blood, or in
Qmlling ; Blk. Silk nett Lace; White and i around them ; and to remove the hardened certain remedy for the rushing of blood to the diseases of all kinds ; in weakness ofthe di other words, an impure state of the fluids. I
Colored Worsted ; Gent’s Kid and Woolen faeces which collect in the convolutions of the head or all violent headaches, tic douleureux,.&c. gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all
—All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy,
she can do for the purification of the human
Gloves ; Ladies Kid do.; Fur Neckties ; Rou- small intestines.. Other
Other medicines
medicines only
only parpar palsy, &c., should never be without the Life whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
body ; yet there are numerous persons whose
en Cassimere ; Blue-blk. Italian Sew’g. Silk
------- -■ these, and■ ’leave such
• collected
1
tially cleanse
dreadful
debility
occasioned
by
the
use
of
Fig’d. Velvet Ribbon ; Steel Thimbles ; Hair i masses behind, as to produce habitual cos Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will
cases are so bad, and whose bodies are w ;
save fife. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
Oil; Indelible Ink, &c. &c.
tiveness, wi/h all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth much debilitated, that all that can reasonably
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This perspiration, and throw off every impuiity by the ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev-1 be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless |
GROCERIES.
some who have commenced using the Fills |
r
j
j
Cheese ; White and Brown Sugar; East fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease under the most trying circumstances of bodjBoston Ref’d. do.; Molasses ; Y. H. and Sou. who examine the human bowels after death,
which is brought on by intemperance ; in ly affliction, when almost every other reme
Tea ; Coffee ; Salseratus ; Starch ; Bar Soap ; and hence the prejudice of these well inform
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
Candles ; Shaving Soap ; Ground and un ed men against the quack medicines of the
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap dy had been altogether unavailing, have been
ground Spices ; Tpbacco ; Sal-Soda ; Castor age. The second effect of the VEGETA to take .he Phis at night, in sufficient quantities petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the restored to health and happiness by their
Oil ; Olive do. ; Sulphur: Chocolate ; Pre BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys to operate two or three times on the bowels in head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and use.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
pared Cocoa ; Mustard ; Partridge’s Leather and the bladder, and by this means, the liver the course of the next day. Also, take a table uncomely complexions, caused bv the bad
Preservative, &c. &c.
and the lungs, the healthful action of which spoonful of the Bitters half an hour befofe each state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
entirely depends upon the regularity of the meal For those of a delicate or enfeebled con others mentioned in the bills of directions
MARBWARE.
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
Sheet Lead ; Cut Nails all kinds ; Window j urinary organs. The blood which takes its stitution^ half the quantity may be sufficient.
given
with
his
medicines,
HE
DOES
SAY
(IZ^For further particulars of the above
Glass ; Manure Forks ; Shovels; Wood-saw red color from the agency of the liver and
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in —Sub Agent, Seleucus Adams ;
Lyman, William Huntress;
Plates and Frames ; Bed Cords ; Axe Hatch- j the lungs before it passes into the heart, be medicine see “ Moflat’s Good Samaritan ” a terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
ets ; Fine Saws ; Skates ; Butts and screws ;, ing thus purified by them, and nourished by copy of which accompanies the medicine. FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) wfflef
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
Tacks ; Brads; Brass Nails ; Japaned Lamps ; food coming from a clean stomach, courses , h?aIs° be Gbtained on application are sold with them, will effect immediate re
at
the
bookstore
of
D.
R
emich
,
Kennebunk,
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
Sad Irons ;Door Latches ; Iron Pullies ; Cot freely through the veins, renews every part
lief ;and if used but for a fair period of trial
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
of the system, and triumphantly mounts the where the Medicine is for sale.
ton Cards ; Coffee Mills ; Files, &c. &c.
a
perfect
cure.
This
much
is
placed
beyond
wSr‘mV,eIail by ,heproprietor,
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
banner of health in the blooming cheek.
—also—
a
doubt,
by
daily
testimonies
which
would
W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Gentlemen’s stout water-proof Calf Boots ;
The following are among the distressing vari
°n °ath ’ and for this
Dr. W.
August, 1838.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Common Calf do.; Men’s and Boy’s Thick ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
do. ; Ladies’ and Misses’ Shoes ; Children’s Life Pills are well known to be infallible ;—
dence.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
do. ; India Rubbers.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
Càrnee tUflanufactory,
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
—also—
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile Spear;
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
Pure Winter-strained Sperm Oil; Refined pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
man ;
Whale do.
kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
submitted by the following important and ex
York, Alexander Dennett;
Loss of Appetite, Heart-byrn and Head-ache,
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 12, 1839.
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Restlessness, Ill-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
seen
at
Dr.
Wm.
Evans
’
Medical
office,
No
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
7,
Division
street.
One
or
two
of
these
he
of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
herewith
respectfully
gives
to
a
discrimina

SAMUEL MENDUM informs the Gen- length of the intestines with a solvent process,
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
ting public.
tiemen of Kennebunk and vicinity that and without violence : all violent purgesleave the
P. M.; West do. J. & *S. C. Adams;
bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir: Bepleased to receive the
c. W. KIMBALL
he continues to carry on the
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton'; North do., Milo
Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by 'l</rOULD inform the inhabitants of Ken- thanks otone who has been a great sufferer for sev
which these complaints are occasioned, and by
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from J. Goss ;
,
,
and vicinity, that he has ta the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills
Cornish, John McLellan ;
She
in a neat and fashionable manner, and has promoting the abricalive secretion of the mucus ken
the building in Kennebunk adjoining hns suffered with pain and distress in the head a tight
Limington, James McArthur;
obtained the services of Mr. WARREN membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly ness across the stomach, shortness afbreatb, and palpi
Waterborough, James Leavett.
WHITE, an experienced Cutter, who will blood to a regular circulation, through the process
of perspiration in some cases, and "the thorough occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln*
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pill's her
attend to that part of the business. He has solution of all intestinal obstructions in others.
up m good order for the above named busi- complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mralso made arrangements so that he will re The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu
rnSiv<5C^RRYAFL? and LIGHT WAG out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
ceive the fashions as often as reported, and matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in
J J
GONS, of any style, built to order and war life comfortably again.
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
hopes by diligent attention to business to half that time, by removing local inflammation
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
ranted.
—ALSO—
Only authorized travelling Agent for the"
give satisfaction.
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years 1
WANTED as above a first rate seamstress. Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen Chaise Repairing & Paintin«- have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
State of Maine..
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
ing the kidneys and bladder ; thev operate most done at short notice and on the most reasoim- my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Also two girls as apprentices.
ble
terms.
—
also
—
delightfully on these important organs, and hence
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
Kennebunk, Dec. 15,1838.
rvniurP
.
NOTICE.
have ever been found a certain remedy for the
flOni, S6 TriS Bu^y <lown to in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite with
pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used diff’er- riprlE subscriber having contracted with
Furniture & Feather Ware- worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly continual
the town of Kennebunk, to support
ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced JL
house.
taking
your
invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pill’s- the poor of said town for one year, hereby
ter to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and VUrm5moin.this. StateVarious
ki
nds
of
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew’
ildreth & ayres would inform consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
my situation. Ina few days I shall be at your office gives notice, that he has marie suitable pro
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds LUMBER taken in part payment.
March 28, 1838.
to express my gratitude to you in person
In the vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
cinity that they have taken the store in Ken
Will occasion, which if not removed becomes
mean time I subscribei myselfyour obedient servant sons harboring or trusting any of the Pauper?
nebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy Frost hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases
Dr. Wm. Evans.
‘
■,ARVIS- ISCeulresl. ' of said town on his account or on account of
adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage manufacto Scurvy, Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
NOTICE.
the town, as he wild pay no bill for their
perfect
purity
which
these
Life
Pills
give
to
the
He
therefore
need
only add that hi.
A
LL
persons
are
forbid
trespassing
on
ry, where they will keep a good assortment
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
blood,
and
all
the
humors
;
Scorbutic
Eruptions
CAMOMILE
TONIC
PILLS,
together
w
kh
of Furniture and Feathers, consisting of bu
ZX the premises of the subscriber—known
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
]y
Mcellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
reaus, sofas, tables, secretarys, common, fan and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect as Drake’s Island—for the purpose of dig his
upon the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid
P at >
)e obtained, wholesale or retail,
cy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
ging
clams
or
for
any
other
purpose,
as
they
$
Shoe
•Making.
state of which occasions M Eruptive complaints,
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
HE subscriber would inform the inhahiSallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com would avoid the penalty of the law in such
The subscriber New York, and of his authorised agents in
tants of Kennebunk-port and vicinity,
plexions The use of these Pills for a very short cases made and provided.
NOTICE.
that he has opened a shop near Nason’s Mills?
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum, wishes to be understood distinctly, that he town and country.
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union where he will carry on the Boot and Shoe
LL persons who have unsettled accounts Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the forbids persons from coming on to any part
with the subscriber, are requested to Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In of bis farm, including graving ways, from streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine, making business in all its branches.— Having
fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or by the house to low water mark, without per where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
call and settle them. Also, all notes due the
employed a finished workman, his work will'
subscriber, of one year’s standing, must be twu, even in the worst cases. Piles,-as a rem mission from him.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ; be done as well and as cheap as can be found
edy
for
this
most
distressing
and
obstinate
malady,
renewed or paid.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N. elsewhere.—By diligent attention to his busi
SAMUEL DONNELL.
the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ; ness he hopes to merit the patronage of the’
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Wells, Jan. 9, 1839.
emphatic
recommendation.
It
is
well
known
to
Wells, Jan. 17, 1839.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash Public- ,
M. P. SIMPSON.
hundreds m this city that the Proprietor ofthese
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, HallowellKennebunk-port, Dec. 28, 1838.
invaluable
Pills,
was
himself
afflicted
with
this
BUFFALO ROBES.
LD’S celebrated Plaster for Rheumatism,
complaint for upwards of thirty-fire years, and U BALE of prime Buffalo Skins, just re- Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old—for sale by
town; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed sas ceived, and for sale by
IVORY GOODWIN.
IMBER and PLANK, suitable for a ves<
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wiswithin the whole compass ofthe Materia Medica
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 22, 1839.
ir
o
,
S.
H.
GOULD.
sei of 370 tons, by
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
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To all JLdmirers of

FASHIONABLE DRESS.

Tailoring Business,
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Kennebunk-port, Jan. Il, 1839.

February 18, 1837
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JAMES TITCOMB
Kennebunk, Dee. 27,1838»

